Affordable, Comfortable, Efficient
Infrared Heating Panels

Supplementing Traditional Heating Systems
With SolaRay Infrared Heating
Add heating when and where you need it.
Maybe your home has cold spots where your heating
system just can’t fully heat. Sometimes a ductless
system works fine for the main rooms, but it can’t
adequately heat the bedrooms down the hallway. Or
you decide to work from home and want to covert
the space over your garage into a comfortable office.
Maybe you would like to have a movie room, a
playroom, or a finished basement. Do you have a new hobby? Achieving the perfect temperature in the attic or finished
basement you turned into an art studio is finally doable. Adding a guest house? Now you can easily add-in comfortable &
affordable heating without additional ducting, having to expand your HVAC system, or having to compromise by using
baseboard or wall heaters. Want to work in your garage or workshop but it is too cold? A SolaRay heater can turn a
cold area warm for just pennies per hour. Or maybe you just bought a vacation cabin with only a wood stove and you
want comfortable heating in the bedrooms where the stove can’t reach.
An efficient way to heat, saving you money! SolaRay infrared ceiling heating panels are efficient to operate and
economical to install, with greater efficiency than other electrical heaters. Using infrared heating instead of convection
heating, makes you feel comfortable, just like standing in sunshine.
Can be added to your existing system – Perfect for hard to heat areas of your home like bonus rooms, family rooms,
basements, converted attics, guest house, & additions.
Heat only the rooms you’re using – You wouldn’t turn on the lights to your house with one switch, so why do it with
your thermostat? Now you can save energy with zone controlled infrared heating panel by setting the ideal temperature
for each room or zone in your house saving more energy and money!
Comfortable & quiet – Infrared heating make you warm like a warm day outside in the sunshine! This gentle heat
doesn’t blow air around but warms you like sunshine. And the panels are absolutely quiet – great for bedrooms.
Environmentally friendly – SolaRay panels burn no fuel, have no emissions or CO2 and they convert 100% of the power
they consume into usable, comfortable heat, without wasting energy. And they qualify for LEED points.
Easy to install – No ducts are needed, so installation is quicker and cleaner. Just a simple electrical connection in the
ceiling just like a light fixture.
Affordable – Panels start as low as $240 and installing panels in a bonus room, guest room, workshop, art studio, or
over the garage addition can often cost as little as $500 to $1,000.
Healthy air – SolaRay panels circulate no air, so they don’t circulate airborne particles and contaminants such as allergens,
viruses, germs, bacteria, dust mites, and other pollutants, giving relief to allergy sufferers. It’s a fact that surprises many
people. The air quality inside your home is often worse than the air quality outside.
Maintenance free – With no moving parts, there is nothing to break or maintain making SolaRay heating panels 100%
free of maintenance. Which is why all our panels come with an incredible 20-year warranty!
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